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Reﬁnancing now could
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LendingTree Can Help You Reﬁnance
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Kenny Leon’s
Celebrity

go&lf gala

FRIDAY MAY 19
Golf Club of Georgia

Benefiting the
National August Wilson Monologue
Competition

Celebrity Golf Tournament 9am-4pm
Gals on the Greens
Ladies Golf Clinic12pm-4pm

SATURDAY MAY 20
Flourish Atlanta
Star Studded Gala 7pm-11pm
Cocktail Attire
Live Auction
Celebrity Entertainment

PURCHASE TICKETS
www.TrueColorsTheatre.org

BETWEEN

RIVERSIDE
AND
CRAZY
“Passionate, contemporary

and bracingly funny!”
BY

Stephen Adly Guirgis
DIRECTED BY Eric J. Little

July 11 to August 6

2015 PULITZER PRIZE
BEST DRAMA WINNER
www.TrueColorsTheatre.org

www.TrueColorsTheatre.org
Southwest Arts Center | 915 Ne
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2017 YOUNG EXECUTIVES

ALL THE WAY UP

By Katrice L. Mines and Kamille D. Whittaker

By Erica Dias

By Chuck Hester

Todd Gray, Meredith Lilly,
Jamel DaCosta and
Qaadirah Abdur-Rahim wield
power purposefully.

Insights along the way.

How to put your best
foot forward.
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Veteran automotive journalist
Brian Armstead writes
FastLane for Atlanta
Tribune, bringing readers
the best of what's new
from the auto industry. Got
a car question? Email him at
autosense@ comcast.net.

Alex Jones is a corporate/editorial
photographer and has photographed
some of Atlanta’s business elite for
Atlanta Tribune: The Magazine, BLACK
ENTERPRISE, and many corporate
publications and websites. His work can
be seen around town in publications, as
well on the walls of the newly renovated
SCLC Women’s Headquarters on Auburn
Avenue. See his work online at
www.businessphotographyatlanta.com.

Dawn M. Richards is the founder
of the food and lifestyle brand,
D.M.R. Fine Foods. With
her food passion leading
the way, Dawn shares
recipes, travel stories,
fashion, entertainment
and lifestyle features on
dmrfinefoods.blogspot.
com and other media outlets,
while maintaining a career as a
FORTUNE 500 legal executive.
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Have you seen our new

55

ONLINE EDITION?
Visit us online at
www.atlantatribune.com
for a preview of our new online
edition of the magazine!
Also don’t forget to like
us on Facebook and
follow us on Twitter
@AtlantaTribune.
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What You’re Saying...
TWITTER AND FACEBOOK CHATTER

We love to hear what you’re thinking!
Email us, tweet us @atlantatribune or let us know on our
Facebook fan page. We’re listening.

HigherLearning
An Education Series

WHEN HOPE FALLS
SHORT, GEORGIA LOSES

W

@rodneysampson is doing and
leading important work. Man of
excellence is right! Kudos, Rodney
– @Lana_Zum

I spent my morning with influential
women mentoring high school and
middle school girls. Thanks
@atlantatribune for hosting this
great event! – @Ms_MichelleM

Way to go, @membersuite
Sweet feature in @atlantatribune
on growing the biz to meet
market demand http://ow.ly/
Hk2U30awyaX – @rachelrbarclay

Thank you to @atlantatribune for
the opportunity to mentor young
women at today’s event
@Ctr4CHR – @shavonnrichson

The @atlantatribune highlights
@membersuite’s growth and CEO
Andrew Ryan’s successful Series B
funding round – @arketi

Fun times this morning with
women that have graced the
@AtlantaTribune magazine covers
#AT17SW – @StaceyChavis

WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM

hen I read more than 10,000 financially-strapped
students were dropped off Georgia’s college rolls
in the 2014-2015 school year in a recently published
Georgia Policy and Budget Institute report, I was reminded again
how fortunate I was to get help based on my modest finances at
critical times so I could stay in class. I can’t count the times I stood
in the financial aid office lines explaining why I was short tuition
money and couldn’t pay by the deadline.
Georgia’s HOPE Scholarship is a great thing for thousands of
college students and their families. As our report shows, it also
leaves thousands of potential graduates behind because it
doesn’t make a priority of keeping financially strapped students in
school.
I am a first-generation college student and remember my mom
telling me that I can do anything and be anything I want. My dad
worked three jobs and my mom also worked to help make my
college dreams a reality. Even as we stretched as a family and
sacrificed, it wasn’t enough. Not even my Philly street-smarts, selfdetermination, a dream and parental support were quite enough.
I’ll never know how long I’d have taken to graduate without the
support of a financial aid package that factored in ability to pay.
Today, thousands of Georgians with untapped potential fall short
of getting the good education that can help provide a secure
future for their families largely because college is no longer
affordable. Many don’t qualify for merit programs like the HOPE
Scholarship. Without HOPE, the financial burden to pay for
college solely out of pocket through loans and part-time work
creates tremendous economic hardship and often prevents these
students from completing their studies in a timely way or at all.
State leaders often point out how critical a postsecondary
education will be for Georgia’s future workers and the state’s
economy as a whole. Students are much more likely to be
relegated to low-paying, dead-end jobs that limit long-term
economic security for themselves and their families when they
lack postsecondary education, training and credentials. They are

much more likely to
be left behind and
left out of Georgia’s
growing and
diversifying economy
where employers are
desperate for skilled
labor. Importing skilled
labor from other
states, as Georgia
does to a large extent
today, may meet
business demands.
That creates an
unsustainable lack
of development of
our home-grown
workforce. We need
a Georgia grown
solution that meets
the needs of our
residents.
State funding for postsecondary education plummeted in recent
years on a per-student basis, putting upward pressure on tuition
and other costs of college. Those rising costs mean financial
aid programs like HOPE and the federal Pell Grant don’t go
nearly as far as they once did. The financial gaps that exist make
completion much harder and undermine Georgia’s goals to
improve graduation rates to prepare for a 21stcentury economy.
Developing need-based aid tools is an economic imperative for
Georgia. If Georgia wants to retain its much-touted reputation
as the No. 1 place to do business, it also needs to become
the No. 1 place to find a high-skilled, well-trained worker. It’s
time to recognize that helping the students who will become
Georgia’s future workforce stay in school is a winning economic
development strategy. AT

Taifa Smith Butler joined Georgia Budget and Policy Institute in 2011 as the organization’s deputy director. She provides GBPI’s
organizational vision, inspiration and strategic management. Butler provides leadership and guidance to accomplish GBPI’s mission
and vision to improve economic opportunity for all Georgians.
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CORRECTION: The Higher Learning
article “When Hope Falls Short,
Georgia Loses” in the April print
issue of Atlanta Tribune: The
Magazine erroneously was placed
as a piece sponsored by the Georgia
Lottery. We regret the error.
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22nd Annual

George A. Lottier
Scholarship
Golf Tournament

Monday, June 5, 2017 |

9am - 6pm

Come and enjoy prizes and contests on every
hole as well as a continental breakfast, a silent
auction, a golf clinic for beginners, box lunches,
and a 19th hole reception where our scholarship
winners will be introduced.
The purpose of the George A. Lottier Golf Foundation
has always been to assist qualified
minority journalism, marketing,
mar
and graphic design students in
Over
enriching their education.

$200,000
Awarded
in Scholarship Funds!

2500 CLUB SPRINGS DR
ROSWELL, GA 30076

THE EDITOR’S VIEW

I

know I say this every year, but the young
executives in this issue are impressive. From
government to finance, the non-profit sector
and diversity, the amount of expertise between
Jamel DaCosta, Qaadirah Abdur-Rahim, Meredith
Lilly and Todd Gray is bankable. Their stories, a rich
tapestry of what exactly set each on the courses they
are taking, are enough to light a fire under anyone
looking to shift up.

Separating the good from the great
It may sound simple, and on one hand it is, but when you really understand committing yourself to a cause
greater than yourself — Abdur-Rahim’s advice to “work hard every day” takes on an even heartier meaning.
It’s, in essence, sowing what you want to reap.
Gray, who recently discovered himself far less of an introvert than he always believed, is in the middle of an
ideology evolution that is organically threading his professional pursuits with his legacy building. His focus:
being a proponent of equity in both business and community. We approve.
Lilly is a walking embodiment of the theme she has made the banner of her life: see a need, meet a need.
And that comes with a price she’s willing to pay. “I live very intentionally and to the fullest so as to not have
any regrets. … I strongly believe in taking short-term loss for long-term gain. Almost everything that I’ve done
in life that has paid off successfully, has cost me something.”
And DaCosta’s credo: “Live full; die empty” is an ample descriptor of the manner in which he is going about
treading a path. Leave every gift you were born to give here where it is meant to cause the impact you were
created to make.
I’m inspired. AT

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE:
You may be on LinkedIn, but is your profile really doing you
any good? We sought expert advice to help you tighten up.
pg. 44

If you’re looking for alternative routes around Atlanta – away
from the I-85 bridge reconstruction – we’ve got you covered
with our Techbyte. pg. 64

Katrice L. Mines
EDITOR

kmines@atlantatribune.com
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SWEET, WEST END

J

ust Add Honey is expanding beyond its Sweet Auburn Curb
Market location, recently partnering with The Hammonds
House to provide a cafe within the museum, offering light,
healthy fare ranging from soups, salads, veggie wraps and, of course,
loose leaf tea options. Customers who visit the cafe will have the
ability to walk around the Museum and view the newest exhibits free
of charge. In addition to the café, Just Add Honey and husband and
wife duo Brandi and Jermail Shelton will host public and private high
tea “parTeas” along with other tea-infused events, using the company
as a vessel to connect their already swelling customer base to a
hidden gem in historic West End.
1. Why Hammonds House Museum? How did the partnership
come about?
JERMAIL: We’ve always had a love for the West End neighborhood.
Brandi bought her first home in the area in 2006. We love the culture
and the history of that side of town. Brandi and I have this game we
WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM

play called ‘wish list’ where we tell each other our biggest dreams
and goals and manifest them through our thoughts and words. We
were playing ‘wish list’ on Thanksgiving weekend and Brandi said,
“I want a tea room in the West End.” The following day, we rode
around the West End neighborhood to look around and Brandi said,
“Let’s show the boys where we were married.” We pulled up to the
Hammonds House Museum, walked on the porch and Brandi took a
picture before we left and said, “This is it. This will be where we have
our tea room.” The following weeks we meet with the Hammonds
House Museum and 42 days later we stood on the same porch
we said our vows — this time serving tea to customers. I have so
many great memories of getting married in that home, so every time
we’re there it’s like we’re reliving that day - our love full circle. The
Hammonds House Museum is a diamond tucked away in historic
West End. The history of the home, the architecture, and beautiful
artwork makes it the perfect combination for a sophisticated twist on
a southern tea tradition. This partnership has had such an effortless
flow; we know it was meant to be.
(Continued on page 17)
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BEHIND THE SCENES

KRISTIE SWINK BENSON
Takes Her Talents to
The High Museum of Art

K

ristie Swink Benson is The High Museum of Art’s new director of
communications and will lead the teams responsible for marketing,
advertising, public relations and digital communications.

Benson began her decade long career in communications with the DeKalb
County government as a public information officer and was promoted to
director of communications. As spokesperson, she forged strong relationships
with constituents and local media, helping to stimulate positive coverage and
fair and balanced reporting.
Just prior to her current role, she was director of public relations and media
relations for Southern Company Gas. Benson brings extensive experience
in communications planning, public relations, crisis communications and
executive media training to this post.
“We are very excited to have Kristie join the High as a member of our senior
leadership team,” says Rand Suffolk, Nancy and Holcombe T. Green, Jr.,
director. “Her proven track record of driving strategic communications and
fostering community engagement, coupled with her personal passion for
the arts, make her a great asset for the Museum as we continue to grow and
reach new audiences.”
Benson, who with her husband is an avid traveler and lover of Atlanta’s
thriving food scene, earned a Master of Arts degree in public communication
from American University in Washington, D.C., and a Bachelor of Arts degree
in mass communications from Winston-Salem State University. In 2015, she
obtained an Accreditation in Public Relations, a prestigious designation given
by the Universal Accreditation Board, and is a member of the national and
Georgia chapters of Public Relations Society of America, the national and
Atlanta chapters of American Association of Blacks in Energy, Women in
Energy, and The Corporate Volunteer Council of Atlanta.
“This role aligns my personal passion for the arts with my love for
communications, and I am extremely honored to join the High family,” says
Benson. “The High Museum of Art is a well-respected institution that I
have grown up loving. I am humbled to be a part of how we engage future
generations and make the arts essential to every community throughout
Georgia.” AT
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HigherLearning

Sponsored By

An Education Series

Supporting students with more than
$17 billion to the state of Georgia for
educational programs since June of 1993.

Spotlight on Spelman’s

SYMONE
FOWLER-CANTY

S

ymone Fowler-Canty is a junior biology major
and a member of the Ethel Waddell Githii Honors
Program and Johnson & Johnson STEM2D
Scholars program.
The Chicago native has taken bold steps towards
her career goals by participating in several summer
programs. Through the Summer Health Professions
Education Program with Columbia University’s
College of Physicians and Surgeons, she was able
to conduct valuable research and shadow several
leading researchers. During a summer program at
the University of Washington, Fowler-Canty collected
data and conducted research for a project on
semantic information retrieval through the Center for
Sensorimotor Neural Engineering.
A member of the Alpha Lambda Delta honor society and
a Health Careers Opportunities Pipeline Preparation
Program Scholar, she received first place poster
presentation honors at Research Day 2016 for her
project, “Specific Facilitation of the Identification of Foot
Objects Following Stimulation of the Dorsal Premotor
Cortex.”
Formerly an undergraduate teaching assistant in the
mathematics department, Fowler-Canty has a gift for
assisting others in need of help. In fact, her dedication
to the College’s surrounding community continues to
influence her volunteer work. As secretary of FunLab,
an educational non-profit organization founded by
Spelman alumna Breagon Ricks that focuses on making

WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM

laboratory experimentation fun for kids, she leads and
conducts hands-on experiments with students and
educates them about various scientific concepts.
Fowler-Canty is also a mentor and teaching assistant
with Insight Initiative, a program designed to sharpen the
focus of 4th and 5th grade students through a yearlong
mentorship and tutoring curriculum. Fowler-Canty’s
short and long-term goals are to become a healthcare
specialist for minority populations. Passionate about
medicine and early childhood education, she intends to
pursue a career in medicine as either a pediatrician or
dermatologist. AT
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Resumé
Cover letter
Confidence

Job hunting?
Now you can check your employment eligibility before your next employer does.
Self Check gives you the confidence of knowing your records are in order.
It’s fast. It’s easy. And it’s free.
VISIT USCIS.GOV/SELFCHECK. A SERVICE OF
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TIDBITS

SWEET, WEST END
(Continued from page 13)
2. What will be some of the differences
between the two Just Add Honey locations?
BRANDI: The Sweet Auburn Curb Market
location is a fun, fast-paced spot to enjoy a
cup of tea and answer a few emails. The space
allows us to educate and share our love of
tea with locals, tourists, students, and hospital
staff that are downtown. The HHM space is
a little more formal: White linen service and
fresh flowers at every table with the backdrop
of amazing brown artists. Each location has its
own uniqueness and we invite everyone to
visit both.
JERMAIL: Our main location at the SACM is
more of a retail location that serves a cup of
tea. Customers come in, purchase their loose
leaf tea, grab a beverage, enjoy desserts from
our locally sourced bakers, and leave. The
Hammonds House Museum is more of an
experience. Our cafe offers light, healthy fares
ranging from soups, salads, veggie wraps and,
of course, loose leaf teas. Customers who visit
the cafe will have the ability to walk around
the museum and view the latest art exhibitions
while taking a moment out of their busy day.
3. Describe the historical and social
significance of African-American tea rooms/
spaces.
BRANDI: Historically, we were shut out of
‘tea time’ because it was us serving them.
We created our own tea time in secret. Now
we have a tea room where we can sip with a
friend or enjoy a moment to ourselves. Just
Add Honey created a tea ritual class centered
around women slowing down over a cup
of tea. As women, we give so much to our
families, spouses, and careers that we often
forget to pour back into ourselves. Our tea
ritual class is designed to teach the on-thego woman how to slow down and give back
to herself over a cup of tea. It’s a beautiful
experience if you really stop and think about
it. It’s a form of self-care that we guide you to
implement into your daily routine. Bring a tea
space with you, wherever you may be.
4. The tea and menu curation process seems
deliberate and intricate …
BRANDI: Our blends are created from
things we’ve enjoyed in our travels around
WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM

the world and/or customers’ requests. For
instance, our Good Night Tea is a blend
of chamomile, lavender, and other herbs. I
enjoyed a lavender tea in Europe and thought
about recreating it to remember my trip. It
was first introduced in 2009 before lavender
was popular in beverages. We tried selling
it at Piedmont Park Farmers Market and not
one person was interested. Needless to say,
I made my family drink most of it and later
it became Christmas gifts. I re-introduced
Good Night Tea two years ago and now it’s
one of our best sellers. Our menu is simple.
We make a sophisticated twist on a southern
tea tradition. Whether it’s our chicken salad
sandwich served on a buttery croissant or our
southern sweet tea, we take a classic and step
it up a notch (or two).
5. Where did your combined passion for tea
originate?
BRANDI: My mother gave me tea for any
ailment. My aunt made Mississippi Mud
Tea (sweet tea and orange juice) for family
gatherings. My mom, sister and I traveled and
enjoyed tea rooms wherever our passport
took us. Later, studying abroad for fashion
design and marketing, my love for tea
resurfaced. I thought I could create a fresh
take on a traditionally formal beverage. Mixing
fun flavors together was just the beginning and
in 2006 Just Add Honey was born.
JERMAIL: I married a tea lover whose passion
grew over the years. I watched Brandi create
blends and saw the positive reactions from
customers at markets, events, and around
town. In 2015, I left my real estate career to
help grow the brand.
6. What’s next for Just Add Honey?
We’re working with restaurants, spas, hotels
and other businesses interested in carrying
our thoughtfully blended teas. As we continue
to grow our main location at the Sweet
Auburn Curb Market, we’ve also been looking
throughout the city for another location to
further expand our brand in Atlanta. There are
so many cool places to grab a cup of coffee
in Atlanta, but for that tea drinker who likes
options, there’s not much to choose from.
When you think about tea, we want you to
think about Just Add Honey Tea Company. AT
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tlanta City Attorney Cathy Hampton
will leave her role after more than
six years of public service, effective this
month.
“Cathy Hampton has been a trusted
advisor who has been by my side for the
major successes of my administration,
starting with pension reform, and most
recently with the sale of Underground
Atlanta,” says Mayor Kasim Reed. “Over the
past six years, Cathy has been an essential
member of my team, and under her
leadership, the City Law Department has
consistently delivered outstanding results
for the people of Atlanta. I am grateful for
her work, and wish her the best in the next
chapter of her career.”
As the City of Atlanta’s chief legal officer,
Hampton was responsible for leading the
Law Department, whose 85 members
provide legal advice to Mayor Reed and
the Atlanta City Council. The City Attorney
oversees all civil legal matters for the City
and its 8,000 employees, including the
water utility and Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport, the world’s busiest
and most efficient passenger airport.
Hampton spearheaded the City’s
historic pension reform; secured an
unprecedented extension of the water
consent decree; negotiated the 20-year
airport lease agreement between Delta
Air Lines Inc. and the City; and reached an
amicable resolution to the long-standing
dispute between the Atlanta Public Schools
and the Atlanta BeltLine. Under her
leadership, Atlanta’s landscape has been
transformed by complex transactions which
resulted in the development of Ponce City
Market, the Porsche Cars North America
headquarters, Mercedes-Benz Stadium,
and the sales of Fort McPherson and most
recently, Underground Atlanta. AT
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BUSINESSAFFAIRS

TaxSMARTS

What Income Is Taxable?
A

re you wondering if there’s a hard and fast
rule about what income is taxable and what
income is not? The quick answer is that all
income is taxable unless the law specifically
excludes it. But as you might have guessed,
there’s more to it than that.
Taxable income includes any money you
receive, such as wages and tips, but it can
also include non-cash income from property or
services. For example, both parties in a barter
exchange must include the fair market value of
goods or services received as income on their
tax return.
Nontaxable Income
Here are some types of income that are
usually not taxable:
• Gifts and inheritances
• Child support payments
• Welfare benefits
• Damage awards for physical injury or
sickness
• Cash rebates from a dealer or manufacturer
for an item you buy
• Reimbursements for qualified adoption
expenses
In addition, some types of income are not
taxable except under certain conditions
including:
Life insurance proceeds paid to you because
of the death of the insured person are usually
not taxable. However, if you redeem a life
insurance policy for cash, any amount that is
more than the cost of the policy is taxable.

18

Important Reminders about Tip Income
If you get tips on the job from customers,
that income is subject to taxes. Here’s
what you should keep in mind when it
comes to receiving tips on the job:
Tips are taxable. You must pay federal
income tax on any tips you receive. The
value of non-cash tips, such as tickets,
passes or other items of value are also
subject to income tax.
Include all tips on your income tax return. You
must include the total of all tips you received
during the year on your income tax return.
This includes tips directly from customers, tips
added to credit cards and your share of tips
received under a tip-splitting agreement with
other employees.
Report tips to your employer. If you receive
$20 or more in tips in any one month, from
any one job, you must report your tips for that
month to your employer. The report should
only include cash, check, debit and credit card
tips you receive. Your employer is required to
withhold federal income, Social Security and
Medicare taxes on the reported tips. Do not
report the value of any noncash tips to your
employer.
Keep a daily log of tips. Use the Employee’s
Daily Record of Tips and Report to Employer
(IRS Publication 1244) to record your tips.

Income from a qualified scholarship is normally
not taxable. This means that amounts you use
for certain costs, such as tuition and required
books, are not taxable. However, amounts you
use for room and board are taxable.

Bartering Income is Taxable
Bartering is the trading of one product
or service for another. Small businesses
sometimes barter to get products or services
they need. For example, a plumber might
trade plumbing work with a dentist for dental
services. Typically, there is no exchange of
cash.

If you received a state or local income tax
refund, the amount may be taxable. You should
receive a 2016 Form 1099-G from the agency
that made the payment to you.

If you barter, the value of products or services
from bartering is taxable income. Here are four
facts about bartering that you should be aware
of:

If you do not receive it by mail, the agency may
have provided the form electronically. Contact
them to find out how to get the form. Be sure
to report any taxable refund you received even
if you did not receive Form 1099-G.

1. Barter exchanges. A barter exchange is
an organized marketplace where members
barter products or services. Some exchanges
operate out of an office and others over the
Internet. All barter exchanges are required to

issue Form 1099-B, Proceeds from Broker and
Barter Exchange Transactions. The exchange
must give a copy of the form to its members
who barter and file a copy with the IRS.
2. Bartering income. Barter and trade dollars
are the same as real dollars for tax purposes
and must be reported on a tax return. Both
parties must report as income the fair market
value of the product or service they get.
3. Tax implications. Bartering is taxable in the
year it occurs. The tax rules may vary based on
the type of bartering that takes place. Barterers
may owe income taxes, self-employment taxes,
employment taxes or excise taxes on their
bartering income.
4. Reporting rules. How you report bartering
on a tax return varies. If you are in a trade or
business, you normally report it on Form 1040,
Schedule C, Profit or Loss from Business. AT

Steve Julal is a principal with VAAS Professionals.
He is a certified public accountant and a member of
the Georgia Society of CPAs as well as the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Julal can be
reached at 404.223.1058, or via e-mail at
steve.julal@vaasprofessionals.com.
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Low Cost Security Monitoring with Exceptional Service. It’s the System 5 way.

404-756-0736
No Set-Up Fee
No Cost to Switch

Present this coupon and save
www.System5ElectronicsInc.com

IT DOESN’T TAKE A
ROCKET SCIENTIST
TO HELP KIDS WITH THEIR EDUCATION.

Nope. All it takes is a scratch or two. Because every time you play the Lottery, Georgia kids
are the real winners. That’s because for over 20 years the Georgia Lottery has contributed
over $18.1 billion to education. On top of that, more than 1.7 million HOPE scholars have
gone to college and more than 1.4 million four-year-olds have attended a Lottery-funded
Pre-K Program. That qualifies as a rocket booster in our book.
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GOLF

CLINIC
during the

2017 George A. Lottier

Scholarship Golf Tournament
Monday, June 5, 2017 |

2pm

Have you ever wanted to learn the game of golf or improve
your score? Come to our golf clinic and get hands-on
instruction from the pros!
GOLF CLINIC PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE:

· Catered Boxed Lunch
· Hands-on Instruction from
PGA Professionals
· Gii Bags & Golf Balls
· 19th Hole Reception

Register ONLINE:

galf17golf.eventbrite.com
20
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BUSINESSAFFAIRS

Georgia’s Applicants for
Employment Can NOT
Pursue Disparate Impact
Age Discrimination
Claims under the ADEA

C

an a group of applicants for employment pursue
age discrimination claims — alleging disparate
impact — against an employer? Can that same
group of applicants pursue such claims against the recruiting
company helping to fill vacancies at the employer’s work site?
According to the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals, the answer is
“NO!”
As background, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
is the federal law essentially prohibiting employers from
discriminating against employees, on the basis of age,
because they are 40 years old or older. In this case, Villarell
applied for an employment opportunity with RJ Reynolds.
RJ Reynolds used a contractor, Pinstripe, to review resumes
and to identify top talent. As part of the screening process,
however, RJ Reynolds gave Pinstripe specific guidelines
which included identifying only candidates who were “2-3
years out of college.” The guidelines also indicated that
Pinstripe should “stay away from” applicants “in sales for 8-10
years.” At the time of his initial application, Villarreal was 49
years old. He applied to the Company multiple times, but was
never hired. A lawyer contacted Villarrel approximately two
years after his rejection and indicated his belief that Villarreal
and others over the age of 40 were rejected for employment
because of the hiring guidelines. Villarrell sued — on behalf
of himself and other applicants — for age discrimination.
He claimed the Company intentionally refused to hire him
because he was over 40 years old (e.g. disparate treatment
claim) and that it used its hiring guidelines in a manner that
prevented applicants — over the age of 40 — from gaining
employment (e.g. disparate impact claim).

impact claim. In short, the Court concluded that the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act’s disparate impact provision
applies only to employees — not applicants for employment.
Thus, while employees can sue employers for applying
policies in a manner impacting them more negatively than
younger workers, applicants for employment cannot do so.
Applicants for employment also cannot pursue disparate
impact claims against recruiting contractors applying such
policies when making selection decisions on the employer’s
behalf.
Does this mean that older applicants for employment cannot
sue employers advertising an interest in hiring only recent
college graduates? No. In fact, the Court specifically indicated
that applicants could continue pursuing age discrimination
claims based on disparate treatment by showing that the
hiring guidelines or the numerical data of persons actually
hired evidenced age bias. For these legal and other business
reasons, employers should consult counsel when developing
employment selection guidelines. AT

Dionysia Johnson-Massie is a veteran
litigator and shareholder at Littler
Mendelson, P.C., the largest labor and
employment law firm in the country
exclusively representing national and
international employers. JohnsonMassie may be reached at 404.760.3901
or djmassie@littler.com.

The Court’s analysis focused primarily on Villarell’s disparate
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REGISTER
TODAY!
Seats are limited
Register today at
www.jcifoundation.org

BANKRUPTCY
CORPORATE
CLOSINGS
CRIMINAL
FAMILY
PROBATE
REAL ESTATE
ES
WILLS/ESTATES
Presented by

404-287-2363

COMCAST&�

JUNE 20, 2017
Cobb Galleria Centre
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MEET THE JUDGE

THOMAS A. COX, JR., JUDGE

ATTORNEYS'
CORNER

Superior Courts of Georgia | Atlanta Judicial Circuit
QUESTIONS
Judge Me Not

How do you think your mother
would describe you? My mother
would say that she always thought
that I would serve the public and
that she was a big part of the
inspiration for that process.

I

n 2016, Thomas A. Cox, Jr. was elected
to the Superior Court of Fulton County
bench. Judge Cox started his career
in the public sector at the United States
Department of Justice in Washington, D.C.
Upon his return to Atlanta, Cox worked for
the Georgia Attorney General’s Office and
the Fulton County Attorney’s Office. Then, he
established a career as a trial attorney and
counselor that concentrated his practice in
the areas of labor and employment litigation.
While in private practice, Cox was a partner
in a small diverse law firm, a regional law firm
and at two AmLaw 200 large law firms before
becoming a judge. In two of his previous
firms, Cox served as the Atlanta Vice-Chair
and Team Lead of the Labor & Employment
practice group. Cox graduated with honors
with a bachelor’s degree from Morehouse
College in Atlanta, and received his Juris
Doctorate from Boston College Law School.
What has surprised you most about
working with the Judiciary? I have been
surprised by the sheer variety of issues
faced every day by members of the bench.
I am honored to serve the citizens. I am also
humbled and grateful to have been placed
in such a position of important responsibility,
realizing the impact that judicial decisions
have on the lives of persons that appear
before the Court.
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Who is the most interesting
person you have met in your
life’s journey? Dr. Robert Brisbane,
former chair of the Political Science
Department at Morehouse College.
Dr. Brisbane believed in academic
rigor, achieving high goals and
serving the community. He was
responsible for inspiring me and
many of my classmates to pursue a
career in the law.
What do you wish other people knew about
how to become a judge? With reference
to becoming a judge through winning an
election, it requires a great deal of self-denial
and personal sacrifice. At the heart of the
process is the need to develop a critical body
of work as an attorney. This is the foundation
of the process of aspiring to a judicial
position. Winning an election also requires an
action plan. Staying focused on the goal —
often in the face of difficult circumstances is
a must. It is also essential to engage a team
of political professionals with a track record
of winning campaigns. Finally — the winning
judicial candidate must be prepared to go it
alone, against the grain, if that’s what it takes.
What is your personal philosophy on how
to achieve success in life? My personal
philosophy on how to achieve success
is premised on an acknowledgment of
“grounding” in something bigger than self. For
me, my faith is a big component, as well as
being true to self. I am also a big proponent
of developing a plan before engaging in any
major human endeavor. Although developing
a plan is not a guarantee of success, I have
found that during the course of my journey,
that I have succeeded more often than not
with a plan. AT

Favorite word?
Perseverance
Least Favorite Word?
Why
Cornbread Muffin or
Croissant?
Croissant
St. Maarten or Puerto Rico?
St. Maarten (a personal
favorite)
Star Wars or Star Trek?
Star Trek
Centennial Olympic Park or
Alliance Theatre?
Centennial Olympic Park
SODO (South Downtown
Atlanta) or Atlantic Station?
Atlantic Station
Boxing or Basketball?
Basketball
Saturday Night Live or Meet
The Press?
Meet The Press
Atlanta Falcons or New
England Patriots?
Atlanta Falcons!

by Judge Terrinee L. Gundy,
Municipal Court of Atlanta
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MEREDITH LILLY | ON TAKING A GAMBLE
By Kamille D. Whittaker

M

eredith Lilly has several choice words for the woman she
is becoming: “Think big, work smarter and take measured,
calculated risks.”
Risk and eventual reward have become the operating motifs for the
attorney-turned community organizer and political director.
She gets it from her grandfather.
“During one of my last conversations with my grandfather, who was
100 years old, he talked to me about how much he enjoyed his life
and did everything he ever wanted to do. I think he passed that
spirit to me. I live very intentionally and to the fullest so as to not
have any regrets. I think that conversation validated my sense of
intentional living and, in a sense, gave me permission to bet on me.
I strongly believe in taking short-term loss for long-term gain. Almost
everything that I’ve done in life that has paid off successfully, has
cost me something.”
Her cost-benefit analysis, she gets from her legal background and
successfully running her own law firm after graduating from the
Thurgood Marshall School of Law in Houston. “I started my career
as a full time attorney, which very much dictates how I strategize,
develop, and implement my plan. Because I realized early that my
path is my path, I’m very authentic and true to me.”
And in 2007, being authentic and true to herself meant leaving it all
behind to go work for the historic Obama for America Campaign,
where the Alabama native started out her campaign career handing
out fliers, making campaign calls and putting up campaign signs in
Portsmouth, N.H. She then served as a regional political director,
managing multiple campaign offices in several states across the
nation. Upon this success in 2008, she received a presidential
appointment as the Senior Advisor to the Regional Administrator
of the United States General Services Administration in Atlanta —
without question, it was the best risk she says she had ever taken.
Then, there’s the reward. She was selected as state director of
Obama for America-Georgia in April 2012, distinguishing herself
by successfully leading and mobilizing Obama employees and
volunteers during the campaign; assisting President Obama to
secure a hard-fought victory in the 2012.
In her role, she was a lead engineer who assembled and organized
thousands of Georgians to travel to North Carolina and Florida
during the last few months of the 2012 presidential election.
Additionally, Lilly promoted President Obama’s policies and assisted
with early voter registration to effectively help President Obama
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secure Florida’s Electoral College.
“I was completely new to the political environment in the state.
The responsibility of being the state representative for the Obama
campaign cemented my future in Georgia politics, and therefore
paved the way for me to build an expansive network of community,
political, and business leaders not only in Georgia, but around the
world.”
After the successful 2012 race, Lilly returned to the Obama
administration at the United States General Services Administration
in her previous role.
Since, as a testament to her political acumen, she has been called
upon to manage the campaigns of Mereda Johnson, Doreen Carter,
and Mike Thurmond. Most recently, Lilly managed a challenging, yet
successful congressional re-election campaign for Congressman
Hank Johnson. Prior to this, she successfully led Kasim Reed’s 2013
re-election bid for Mayor of Atlanta as campaign manager, achieving
an impressive 85 percent victory.
In her current role, Lilly serves as DeKalb County’s external affairs
manager in CEO Michael Thurmond’s administration. She focuses on
constituent services and community-based engagement – adding to
her already expansive community imprint with Habitat for Humanity,
NAACP, American Cancer Society (Relay for Life), Hospitality House
for victims of domestic violence and Toys for Tots. She is an active
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. – all feeding into another
motif she espouses: “See a need, meet a need.”
“The love for people and community motivates me. My faith in
God has truly driven me to become successful and has kept me
grounded. I know that it is only by His strength that I am able to serve
others and my community as a whole. I’m inspired by the future and
all that it has to offer. As I reflect on the things I hope to accomplish,
I recognize that this is only the beginning. I have much more in store
and I am committed to serving my community with fervent passion.
We are here for a purpose and until I’ve reached that point where my
spirit directs me to do something else, I will pursue what needs to be
done.”
But first, ritual. On Sundays, Lilly is on cruise control in the streets of
Atlanta.
“I fill up my car and drive around for hours looking at multi-million
dollar mansions. It’s how I unwind and dream about the future I work
hard daily to build. At the end of my Sunday drive I’m completely out
of gas and recharged for the week ahead.” AT
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TODD GRAY | A SERVANT LEADER
By Katrice L. Mines

T

o say that one has roots in entrepreneurship and
service may sound cliché, but Todd Gray can
decisively substantiate that part of his story. Gray’s great
aunt and uncle were entrepreneurs who owned Lee’s Inn
in the Ashby Street area in the ‘40s and where civil rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., and entertainers like Lena
Horne and Piano Red often gathered. There was little
divide between the couple’s business and civic minds.
Observing their immersion in community as well as that of
his parents seeded in Gray a like-attentiveness.
The Atlanta native is the director of Supplier Diversity
for Grady Health System where he oversees sourcing,
contract management, system wide development,
implementation and the facilitation of proactive
programming which encourages the use of minorityowned, women-owned, veteran-owned, LGBT-owned,
service disabled veteran owned, and historically
underutilized business. As well, his passion for the field
and its undergirding premise of equity has spilled into how
he gives back. Gray has partnered, over the past decade,
with the State of Georgia’s Mentor/Protégé Program as a
mentor for small businesses and supports youth minority
entrepreneurship through the Greater Atlanta Economic
Alliance Construction Skills Development Institute and
other organizations that provide current and future
entrepreneurs with education, awareness and technical
assistance.
“My passion throughout my career regardless of role or
title has been rooted in servant leadership,” he surmises.
“Serving my community has evolved and integrated into
my professional career.”
In 12 years, Gray has been able to leave a thumbprint on
the Diversity and Inclusion, and Supplier Diversity sectors
by seizing the opportunity to roll up his sleeves with
clients and witness them grow and create jobs in Atlanta
and across the country. Since joining Grady in 2013, he
has helped to develop its supplier diversity program to
become one of the top in the healthcare industry. “The
economic impact of that effort has created countless jobs
and quality of life access for so many in the city of Atlanta
and across the state,” he says.
But the trajectory up has not always been smooth sailing;
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perspective has made all the difference. “My life is a
true testament that storms are beautiful, and if you stay
focused, positive, and faithful, you will come out closer to
you purpose, and even prepared for the journey.”
One storm Gray can personally reference was 15 years
ago, early in his career, when the division he was a part
of with a major bank was being outsourced. Prior to that,
however, he had volunteered for the company’s Corporate
Diversity Leadership committee. It was a point of entry that
not only allowed him to avoid an inevitable layoff, but also
was a defining moment for him in realizing his purpose in
diversity and inclusion. “That has been my driving force
ever since.”
Prior to joining Grady Health System, Gray served as
Supplier Diversity manager for CVS Caremark and
assistant vice president of Wachovia and Wells Fargo
Corporate Supplier Diversity.
His life hack of choice for staying at his best: Cycling. “I fell
in love with it a couple a years ago and I call it medicine
on wheels. When I’m out in the community on my bike,
whether on a casual ride or a quick ride from Ponce City
Market to Stone Mountain and back, it’s an activity that
helps be build mental and physical strength.”
Gray contributes civic leadership by serving as vice-chair
of the Georgia Minority Supplier Development Council’s
Board of Directors, the Atlanta Business League Board,
and The Villages at Carver Family YMCA Board. As well,
he founded an Atlanta community youth development
initiative for young men ages 12-17 called P.O.L.I.S.H.E.D.
to help young men in the Atlanta Community develop life,
social and community involvement skills through tutoring
and mentorship.
“I’ve always valued the principle of stewardship, but I now
find different ways in my life to exercise it on a day-today basis. Through this, I’m able to shift my perspective
globally enough to understand all the inner workings, but
micro enough to know how to motivate and influence
change. And equity, at all levels for me, is a critical factor in
assuring the vibrancy of our communities. I measure each
of my efforts by how it will engage, empower and inspire
others.” AT
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QAADIRAH ABDUR-RAHIM | CHANGE AGENT
By Katrice L. Mines

Q

aadirah Abdur-Rahim considers herself a status-quo
disruptor. Add to that: visionary, strategist, coach,
collaborative leader and mentor, and you have a precise character
sketch of the Future Foundation’s CEO. If anyone needs facts and
figures, she’s got them. Over the past 12 years as CEO, AbdurRahim has grown a team of two to a staff of 40, recruited more
than 30 board members, and raised $25 million-plus in revenue to
service four locations and 11,000 students.
It all began with two simple goals of learning as much as she
could and working hard every day. “Those two idealistic goals
evolved into more formal goals like increase revenue, increase
the number of children served and go to business school,” she
says. All in all, her strategizing has produced.
Abdur-Rahim grew up in Atlanta’s South Side, East Point, and
College Park — one of five siblings attending low-performing
public schools. Seizing what she describes as the opportunity
of a lifetime, she attended the University of California, Berkeley,
on an athletic scholarship. But while she ran track, AbdurRahim struggled academically, insufficiently prepared for higher
education by sub-par local schools. The struggle, however, fueled
her to dig in even deeper.
The former U.S. Air Force Reservist earned a bachelor’s degree
in social work before going on to the University of California
San Francisco where she earned a master’s degree. She then
returned to her hometown of Atlanta to make an impact on kids
like her. Joining the Future Foundation as a program director,
Abdur-Rahim grew the organization founded by Shareef AbdurRahim, an East Point youth who went on to stardom in the NBA —
from a small afterschool program into a phenomenon that brings
together the nonprofit, business, and government sectors to
empower resilient youth.
“I have always imagined myself using my career to help people.
I am happy about where I am professionally and completely
excited about the position I am in to do more,” Abdur-Rahim says.
"I continue to have the most enriching development experience
leading and significantly growing a start-up nonprofit. People
mention all the time [that] I can go and do anything and make
significantly more money working in different sectors. However,
over the last six months it’s become so clear I am being led by a
higher power and purpose to work in the non-profit sector.”
A Georgia Education Policy Fellow, Abdur-Rahim has been named
one of America’s Leaders of Change by the Urban Fellows
Program and earned an MBA at Emory University’s Goizueta
Business School. Moreover, she has developed a “Theory of
Change” to address how poverty can be disrupted and alleviated
anywhere by giving children access to family, education, health,
relationship and life skill support, creating what she calls a
“second family environment.”

30

Future Foundation participants have a 100 percent high school
graduation rate, compared to 70 percent of their peers.
So, what’s next for the Future Foundation? Of course … increase.
Abdur-Rahim recently led its board of directors through a strategy
development process that fundamentally shifts the vision of
Future Foundation to explicitly move from individual-level impact
to more system-level impact. The shift to a system-level focus is to
disrupt poverty by coordinating multi-sector resources to improve
the high school graduation rates of historically low performing
feeder patterns across the state of Georgia. "Understanding
the world is rapidly changing and success is occurring across
broader business ecosystems, I pushed our board to reexamine
our strategy. Our new strategy allows us to scale our work and
provide thought leadership in the area of creating social by
working across sectors. Disrupting business as usual is always
a risk and continues to challenge me in ways I never imagined.
However, the outcome of stronger communities is worth the
challenge and I am up for it.”
The organization launched a new strategic plan in January 2017
that drastically changes its work and requires the organization
to grow. On a daily basis, Abdur-Rahim coaches the nonprofit’s
senior team around how to continuously communicate the vision
across the organization and execute revamped operations to
support the strategy.
The update was not without hiccups: In implementing the new
strategy, Abdur-Rahim said she set a pace that was too fast for
the organization’s partners and internal team. They collaboratively
developed the work, but were not communicating enough about
the vision, details and expectations. The potential setback was
ultimately a valuable lesson. “I learned that it’s not enough to
collaboratively lead a process to get buy-in; you need to find
creative ways to constantly communicate the shared vision and
reinforce the details. We are overcoming the challenge by having
a series of 'heartfelt conversations' to improve culture internally
and build stronger partner relationships.”
Abdur-Rahim continues, “My purpose is centered on being the
change I want to see in the world. There are children and adults
sitting in poverty stricken communities with the intellect to cure
diseases and end global issues like poverty. Yet, they lack the
opportunity, access, and exposure to understand their capabilities.
As a first generation college graduate and person who grew up in
a similar environment, I know firsthand the importance of seeing
someone who shares my experience become successful and use
their grace and good fortune to empower others. Working in the
non-profit sector for me is about surrendering to an inner voice
that guides me to live in my purpose.” AT
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JAMEL DACOSTA |

PURPOSE DRIVEN

By Kamille D. Whittaker

S

t. Francis of Assisi once asked to be “blessed with
discomfort at easy answers, half-truths, and superficial
relationships … anger at injustice, oppression, and exploitation,
so that we may work for justice, freedom, and peace … and just
enough foolishness to believe that we can make a difference
in the world.” It is against this pillar of reference that Jamel
M. DaCosta says he finds himself — navigating between the
junctures of contentment and ambition; audacity in the midst of
purpose. “I speak to my mentors, sometimes daily, to discuss
my future plans, to share my goals and to get asked the difficult
questions. Through those conversations I know if my desires are
genuine or if they are for self. So, I know when my ambition isn’t
a desire to be exalted but to be informed, to support a cause that
I’m passionate about, and to offer any assistance that I can.”
As such, he keeps Howard Thurman’s charge close: “There
is something in every one of you that waits and listens for the
sound of the genuine in yourself. And if you cannot hear it, you
will, all of your life, spend your days on the ends of strings that
somebody else pulls.”
Distilled in his favorite credo: “Live full; die empty.”
Or, in the vernacular of his profession: Input determines output.

DaCosta is a community man; an Alpha man.
It all started when former NFL player Danny Buggs formed The
Winning Circle at his elementary school in DeKalb County. “This
organization taught us discipline, history, and brotherhood,
and it illustrated the importance of community. Later, I knew I
was heading in the right direction when I didn't feel a sense of
fulfillment from just my career, but, rather, from being a part of
volunteer efforts that impacted others' well-being.”
Service to the community is the cornerstone of generational
connection, he asserts. “Whether we are spending time with
elders with Meals on Wheels Atlanta, building a home with
Habitat for Humanity, mentoring with Big Brothers Big Sisters, or
planning events with the National Black MBA Association, when
you are in the community there is a transfer of knowledge that
takes place and you are able to have a better perspective of
older/younger generations alike. When we continue to commit to
our communities, our perspective of humanity evolves and our
appreciation for one another deepens.”
And finally, DaCosta is a family man — father, driver, chef, bedtime
story reader, yoga partner, hairdresser, stylist to daughter,
Gabrielle — and CFO of the DeKalb Kids Project, an educational
and leadership organization started by his brothers.

DaCosta, after all, is a finance man.
Howard University-groomed and University of Georgia Terry
College of Business-molded, he has spent the last decade
working as an analyst with one of the nation’s largest energy
companies, the fourth largest retailer, and currently MARTA,
the ninth largest transit system in the United States. Here, he is
involved in the research and financial analysis of transit-oriented
development projects as well as developing MARTA’s 10-year,
$2 billion capital plan. He assists in executing the strategy for
the Authority’s $300 million annual capital budget, cash, debt,
and grants program; and performing cash flow, variance, and
trend analyses, budgeting, modeling, and capital project financial
analysis therein; and he took lead on providing financial analysis
for proponents responding to RFPs through the Authority’s
Contract and Procurement team, a touchstone for the city’s
transit-oriented MBEs.
His position at the turnstile of Atlanta’s operational, development
and infrastructure sectors has ushered him into civic
conversations and roles that require his leadership and acumen:
In 2011, Atlanta City Councilwoman Felicia Moore, tapped him
to serve on the City of Atlanta’s Elected Officials Compensation
Committee as co-chair where he was tasked with making a
recommendation on salary changes for the mayor, city council,
and school board. As a licensed real estate broker, he also
serves on the board of City Council District 9’s Neighborhood
Planning Unit D, and on the executive board of the Atlanta
Chapter of the National Black MBA Association as director of
Community Affairs.
WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM

The overarching mission: To provide each child with the
necessary tools and skills to fulfill their passions, make their
visions a reality and obtain physical, emotional and mental
wellness with the assistance of parents, educators and
community leaders.
“I was brought up in a single parent home with five siblings
and we experienced what it was like not to have. And like
many people who go through this, you develop a sink or swim
mentality. I’m forever grateful for it because during the times
I thought I was sinking God was only developing a stronger
swimmer. He surrounded me with community servants —
teachers, neighbors, crossing guards — who took a vested
interest in my success and I am indebted to them. They were
selfless and givers of their time. They didn’t hold any punches
when it came to making sure I didn’t end up as a statistic. I am
a direct benefactor of their investment in my community, and
they were acutely aware that their future and mine were tied
together.”
When combined with the constant of a praying grandmother,
if value is a function of time and investment over time, it all
computes.
“Somebody told me once that ‘God remembers the prayers of
1,000 generations.’ I sometimes think about my ancestors’ plight
and what they were praying for and I think to myself, if my life
represents the culmination of their prayers answered, then I
better make good use of it.” AT
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VENTURE

LOCK IT IN

By Tiara Cole

T

he fear (and expense) of running out of printed business cards
coupled with their inherent limitations is nearing its end. The
Electronic Business Card allows Android, Google Play and soon
Apple users to go beyond the scope of a 3.5 x 2 paper stock to digitally
share resumes, business websites, addresses, emails, social media, create
invitations and design flyers all within the convenience of a free mobile
app. Self-taught founder and CEO 27-year-old Tonny Mallett-Mosby works
alongside marketing director and graphic designer Dwaylon Cunningham
and app developer Peter Mastin.
What inspired you to create EBC?
I moved from Milwaukee to Atlanta in 2014. I was working, but making little
money, so I started fixing phones on the side to make ends meet. I knew I
needed business cards, but didn’t have the money to buy them. I thought
‘I’ll just send my business cards through text to customers instead, that
way they can share it with someone else.’ This sparked the idea of EBC.
What experiences prepared you to be founder and CEO of a start-up
business at such a young age?
I saw first-hand the process and struggles of running a business watching
my Uncle Lee develop his T-shirt printing company. I learned early on that
little sacrifices will eventually go a long way.
Will there be a boom in mobile apps specifically?
The future of technology is endless, the impossible will be made possible.
Apps will continue to boom because they make life simpler.
You’re a self-taught technology developer, what was the hardest thing
about getting EBC off the ground?
The most difficult part was marketing and getting people to download the
app. We’re constantly thinking of new strategies and concepts to target
new audiences.
Running a business and working full-time can be overwhelming, how
do you strike a balance?
There really is no balance, it seems like I’m always working. When I leave
my corporate job, I’m working on EBC. I am very grateful for my business
partners Dwaylon and Peter, EBC wouldn’t have gotten this far without
them.
Is there a specific reason you chose the mobile app route instead of an
online-based business? What are the advantages?
Working in telecommunications allows me to see the growth of
technology. People want everything at their fingertips and so I knew an
app would cater to that.
As a fairly new start-up, what long-term goals are in the works for
EBC? What’s next for your career?
We want to see the app expand its features and grow its users. We’ll be
happy when EBC becomes a household name.
What advice would you give to other young innovators in the tech
industry?
Never give up on your dream. When it seems impossible, always believe
in your idea and don’t be afraid to fail and start again. AT
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IN FIVE

SHAKIA SMITH
CHEMIST

S

hakia Smith, a chemist with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, is passionate
about investigating preventative methods to treat and cure the HIV/AIDS pandemic by utilizing
epidemiology and surveillance. Currently pursuing a master’s degree at Georgia State
University, she is working on a thesis titled, “Awareness and Use of Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis among
Black Men Who Have Sex with Men in the United States.” With more than four years of scientific
research experience, Smith has also conducted analyses of individual and population exposures to
the chemicals in tobacco products. Her efforts have been focused on the public health outcomes
of smoking because of the numerous health risks associated with tobacco exposure. Ultimately,
she is aiming for a career as an epidemiologist, public health analyst, or public health advisor
at the Centers for Disease Control, and to own a clothing boutique. In April, she began a
new role as a post market surveillance specialist in Warsaw, Ind.
AT: What is the most unexpected reality of your job?
Smith: The most unexpected reality of my job is the fact that millions of individuals
worldwide still continue to use tobacco products despite the staggering statistics
illustrating the harmful public health effects created by using these products. Once
addiction is established, it is a difficult habit to break.
AT: Tell me about a time when you almost gave up, how that impacted you and
what you did instead.
Smith: Research is a very rewarding field; however, it comes with a cost. Before you
can even start a research project, literature searches are conducted to determine
what research has already been done on a certain topic. Your goal is to find a gap
in the literature which will leave the door open for a researcher to embark on a new
exploratory journey. Once a gap is found, one must look for similar studies done on the
same subject matter. Often times, there may be little information on the research that
you want to conduct. This can be discouraging, so you can do one of two things: start
completely over with a new topic or persevere until you find the information that you need
for your research. I’m currently dealing with this situation right now as I write my thesis for
graduate school. The odds are against me because my research is innovative. However, I
won’t give up because I’m on the verge of a breakthrough. Instances like these teach you
how to be humble and to appreciate the struggle. More than anything, it motivates me.
AT: Did you always know you wanted to be a chemist? What inspired this career path for you?
Smith: Initially, when I attended Georgia Southern University, I wanted to be a pharmacist. However, one semester into my freshman year,
I became fascinated with research. I developed a passion for curing and preventing HIV/AIDS, so that sparked my interest in being a
scientist. However, by working in public health for over three years now, I know that there is more than one way to prevent HIV/AIDS, and it
doesn’t require me to work in a lab for the rest of my life. Prevention is the key to stopping this disease from spreading all around the globe.
AT: What motivates you to get out of bed in the morning?
Smith: God motivates me to get up in the morning. We take the simple things for granted: being able to see, hear, walk, run, taste, feel, etc. It
could all be gone just like that. I’m just grateful that God even gives me the opportunity to get out of bed. Aside from God, my 6-year-old niece
motivates. I am a role model for her and other little black girls. God has ordained us to more than what the world expects us to become, so I work
hard everyday to set an example for my niece.
AT: If I came back to check in with you a year from now and you were celebrating a what a great 12 months it’s been, what did you
achieve?
Smith: Within 12 months, I would have received a promotion at work, finished my master’s degree, and I would be writing a business plan for my
clothing boutique. AT
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DELIVERED TO YOUR DOORSTEP
Stop focusing on dieting & start living with bistroMD.
The #1 Doctor-designed meal delivery program in the U.S.
Created by bariatric physician and weight loss expert,
Dr. Caroline Cederquist.
•
•
•
•
•

Breakfast, lunch and dinner delivered to you
Customize from over 150 entrees
5 and 7 day programs, including gluten free
Nutritionally balanced for healthy weight loss
Physician-designed and chef-prepared Entrees

FOR

+ FREE SHIPPING!

|

ORDER TODAY & SAVE ON YOUR
FIRST WEEK WITH CODE: MB2015

bistromd.com/special 800-766-5216
REAL RESULTS, NO CONTRACTS SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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LESSONS FROM THE

WAY UP
Co-founder of The B Firm: PR Erica Dias is
something of a lifestyle connoisseur. The
Richmond, Calif., native handles brand
management, public relations and event
marketing for the firm. In her repertoire, as
well, a love and passion for fashion. Dias’s
more than 10 years of experience in the
fashion and beauty industry — styling for
Comcast & TIVO commercials, hit TV shows
on networks like BET (106 & Park, The
Basement) and VH1 — primed her to expand
into other arenas of the industry. She decided
to not only grow her brand, but also to help
heighten the brand of others.
Dias knows the ins and outs of what it takes
to get a brand to the next level.
Based in Atlanta since the inception of The B
Firm PR, Dias has helped clients expand their
brands in markets across the country through
public appearances, product launching
events and networking. The 31-year-old
has made a footprint with her drive, loyalty
and determination in making brands from
entertainment to fashion a household name.
We sat down with Dias this month for her
insights from the way up.

A

s I reflect about the things that have
impacted me, my career and my
development, the first thing that comes
to mind is having faith over fear. As an
entrepreneur, fear did play a slight role in the
beginning, however one day after looking at
my vision board, I reminded myself that I was
a child of God and he didn’t get me this far to
let fear disrupt my purpose. So I chose faith!
Also having a mentor has greatly impacted
my development. I meet with her once a
month, take her to lunch or dinner and we
catch up. Having a mentor, has been so
helpful because she honestly has a vested
interest in my personal growth. She has more
experience in my field and is always a phone
call away.
When I moved to Atlanta, I didn’t know
anyone. I would research networking events
and go by myself. I wouldn’t go home until I
gave and received at least six to 10 business
cards. When I attend events, I have a plan of
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action in mind and I am very intentional when I
go out. I network for net worth.
Another helpful tip that has been really
helpful was given to me by my younger sister
Ashley Jernigan: Adult friendships, are
strategic partnerships. Your friends should
complement you and help you achieve more.
You should NOT be the smartest one of your
friends. If you are (and you secretly know it), it
is time to start networking to meet new friends
— reaching higher heights than you. Not only
is this motivation, it keeps you from accepting
mediocrity.
Reality: You can’t be the Jack or Jackie of all
trades and the master of none.
One last thought, which is also a morning
mantra that has really helped in my personal
development (also borrowed from my sister)
is to: Reflect on my past but don’t dwell on
it; don’t neglect the present and direct my
future. AT
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Morgan Freeman
SU2C Ambassador
Executive Producer
of the documentary,
The C Word

Tonya Peat
Cancer Survivor

Be the breakthrough.
Breakthroughs are the patients
participating in clinical trials, the
scientists and doctors working
together to advance the fight
against cancer, and the brave
survivors like Tonya who never
give up. Let’s be the breakthrough.
To learn about appropriate
screenings and clinical trials
or to help someone with cancer,
go to su2c.org/breakthrough.
#cancerbreakthrough

TheCWordMovie.com
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Stand Up To Cancer is a program of the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charitable organization. Please talk to your healthcare provider about appropriate screenings for your age,
sex, family history and risk factors; and about clinical trials that may be right for you. Photo by Nigel Perry
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FREE
YOURSELF
F R O M BA D C RE D I T

S:10”

T:10.5”

The FTC suggests that over 10 million consumers
have errors on their credit reports. You might be
at risk!
Remove negative items from your report*
More than 92% of our clients see positive
results within the first 90 days!*
Get the credit score you deserve!

CALL FOR A FREE CONSULTATION TODAY

800-574-9882

*Client results vary. There is no guarantee that your results will match those above.
We count a single removal from all three bureaus as 3 removals.
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Making the Most Out of
Your LinkedIn Profile
Chuck Hester | Chief Connections Officer Chuck Hester Enterprises

O

ne of the oldest social networks,
LinkedIn has 240 million-plus active
users and more than 1.7 million user
groups and forums. Why should you care
about that? Well, if you’re using the site to
better position yourself professionally, that’s
good news. According to Chuck Hester
– LinkedIn guru – the network is more
than a place for jobseekers and recruiters.
LinkedIn is ripe for users who are mining
for opportunities and prospects. “It is home
to sales, customer service, marketing and
C-level executives, and small business
owners,” he says. “I’ve done everything from
refinance my house through a connection
on LinkedIn; to my wife, who’s a speaker
as well, finding the correct shoes she
needed to wear so that she could do a sixhour seminar.” While the site does include
jobseekers, Hester says the majority of users
are in a business marketplace looking for
business connections and relationships. If
that’s you, we have a few tips to help you
tighten up your profile and usage.
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The Home Page
Tip: It’s important that you’re able to use this entry point for the application
because it offers you a snapshot of all the functions available to you as well as
eliminating the need for separate email notification.

Your Profile
Tip: One thing to keep in mind is that LinkedIn is an SEO engine, meaning — the
use of search engine optimization terms will greatly improve [the chances of] you
being found by people utilizing the site’s search bar. Employ strong descriptors
to describe your role and expertise that situate you within your industry.
Pro-tips: Use your photo, not your company logo, and if you want to go a step
further in engagement – you can now add video in the summary section of your
profile. Also, any section of your profile that displays up and down arrows can be
moved to emphasize what information you want most prominent.

Contact Information
Tip: Make sure your contact information is current and label the websites you list
specifically so that users know exactly where to go to access information they
want from you. If you have not already, enhance your personal brand by creating
a custom URL for your LinkedIn public profile. (How: On your profile page, click
Edit your public profile in the right rail. Under the section Edit public profile URL
in the right rail, click the Edit icon next to your public profile URL.)
Pro-tip: Build your recommendations by recommending others first and then
asking them for one in return.

Company Pages
Tip: It’s an excellent way to promote your company or business like an online
brochure. Use it to share your products and services, build a community, gain
recommendations and drive traffic to your actual website.

LinkedIn and Your Professional Brand
Tip: LinkedIn really is a professional business social network. It’s not like
Facebook where you’d share what you had for dinner last night or where you’re
taking your children on vacation; it is about business. Be transparent – be the
same person you are across all social networks that you’re involved with. Treat
your connections like they’re physically in front of you, and you’ll get a lot more
engagement as a result. If you are open to opportunities, they will come.

Most Common
Mistakes in
Using LinkedIn
Don’t sell, have a
conversation.
Don’t be something you’re
not. Social media is about
transparency.
Listen, don’t broadcast.
Avoid flooding your
media network with your
marketing messages.
Once you’ve established a
relationship, don’t abuse it
for your marketing and PR
purposes.
Measure your results
while using social media.
For instance, if you’d
started a company page –
decide whether it’s more
important for you to gain
followers or that your
content is being shared
frequently.
Personalize your company
by having real people
not logos as a part of the
presentation.

Pro-tip: Stay in touch with your network and be a part of the community. AT
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Tips for Using Facebook to Engage Customers
from Facebook’s Ciara Viehweg

A

growing number of small businesses
are posting videos on Facebook,
and millions of them are advertising
on the platform. And small businesses are
investing more in Instagram’s advertising
platform as well, which leverages Facebook’s
targeting tools to help them connect with the
right prospective audience.

About the Author:
Brent Leary is a partner
of CRM Essentials. He is
co-author of "Barack 2.0:
Social Media Lessons for
Small Business." You can
follow him on Twitter at
twitter.com/brentleary

During a conversation I recently had
with Ciara Viehweg of Facebook’s SMB
Community Engagement Team, she shared
how small businesses are leveraging
Facebook’s platform to engage customers
and prospects. Below are a few key points
from our conversation.
How many small businesses are using Facebook today?
Viehweg: There are already 50 million businesses with
Facebook Pages, and 3 million advertising on Facebook.
What we’re hearing from small businesses is that they’re
on there because it works, it’s incredibly easy to use and
it’s mobile, which is where the world is today.
What trends are you seeing from your small business
customers?
Viehweg: The first is mobile; businesses are telling us
there is no better place than Facebook and Instagram
to reach their customers because it’s a mobile-friendly
platform and people are spending more time on their
mobile devices. One out of five mobile minutes are being
spent on Facebook and Instagram so it’s so important for
small businesses to be where their customers are, which
is why so many of them are really leveraging Facebook to
reach their customers.
We’re actually seeing a lot of small businesses using
mobile devices to reach their customers. Over a third of
active advertisers who are exclusively advertising using
just their mobile device, which is a really cool trend to see.
I would say the other trend we’re seeing is video.
Businesses are telling us they absolutely love video
because it’s providing them a unique way to show behind
the scenes what’s going on in their business; invite their
customers into their actual stores to see what’s going
on. There are over a million and a half small businesses
that posted videos in the last month alone, which is really
exciting.
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Are there some underutilized tools that SMBs could be
taking advantage?
Viehweg: We know businesses have very limited time
and money, and our goal is to be the best marketing
minute and dollars that businesses spend. It’s important
for businesses to ensure that they’re using the Facebook
Page Insight and Facebook Ad Insight tools we offer.
They’re free products and services that provide a wealth
of information on who is interacting with their pages, and
the actual ROI they’re receiving on their ad. We’re finding
the businesses that are really leveraging these insights
and targeting on Facebook are the ones having the most
success.
How can small businesses get started using Facebook
from a business perspective?
Viehweg: The first place, I would say, is our Facebook for
Business page. There are tons of videos, great articles,
and lots of success stories that you can sort by vertical
to see what businesses like yours are having success on
Facebook.
I would also say Facebook Blueprint. There are over
50 courses that you can take that teach you everything
you need to know about marketing on Facebook and
Instagram, and every single course is absolutely free.
Businesses are telling us that they are so excited about
Instagram, so we also have an Instagram for Business
page, a great resource to see some of the trends; to learn
a little bit more about hashtag; get some support; and see
what other businesses are doing well on Instagram. AT
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COMPUTER PROBLEMS?
We will Fix
Your Computer

TODAY!
| 24/7 Emergency Service Available | Mac & all PC Brands |
| Friendly Certified Computer Repair Experts |
| Laptops, Desktops, Printers, Networks |
| Regular Maintenance |
| Data Recovery | Virus Removal |

800.397.1584
WWW.ATLANTATRIBUNE.COM

CALL US NOW FOR A FREE DIAGNOSIS!
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The AIB Network is a trusted source for programming that stimulates the
mind, strengthens the body, and inspires the spirit – programming for life.
With a growing audience of 2 million households in the Atlanta metro area
and an expanding global online audience, the AIB Network offers a fresh
voice for your organization that will be heard.
Contact us to today to reach our audience with your message.

ON-AIR

Xfinity ch. 295

ONLINE

www.aibtv.com

AT&T U-verse ch. 6

mind
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body

CONTACT

Swain Watters
swatters@aibtv.com
(404) 892-0454

spirit
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TR AV E L

THE PEACE AND THE DRAMA
By Kamille D. Whittaker

M

y mother’s family hails from Bois Content,
Jamaica in the hills north of Old Harbour Bay,
on the South Coast of the island. My father lives
in Linstead – of “Linstead Market” fame – an outlying
lowland suburb, of sorts, to Kingston. My own house in
the “land of wood and water” is 1.5 miles up a winding
incline in the Prospect hamlet of the St. Mary parish, on
the north coast.

lagoon cottages and shore line-fronting villas.
Octagonal in shape to permit more natural light and
to enclose space more efficiently than its square
counterpart, the free standing, pastel-stained wooden
structures jut out at varying heights above the sand,
and have their own new beachside bar, and freshwater
pool, centered in between Snorkeler’s cove and Button
Beach.

Jamaica is home.
If you keep driving east along the coastline, you’ll
soon bend the curves of the little town of Oracabessa.
Its commercial district consists of a covered produce
market and a few shops and bars. The main street is a
narrow promenade with a number of well-maintained
buildings, vestiges of Jamaica’s Spanish colonial
run. The easternmost edge of this town – miles from
the buoyant Ocho Rios and the lush Port Antonio is
GoldenEye Hotel and Resort’s home.
It’s important to point out the sense of place –
that Jamaica, Oracabessa specifically, is indeed
GoldenEye’s chosen home and not just some arbitrary
island placement. Oracabessa Bay and Fisherman’s
Beach – once Jamaica’s busiest banana loading port –
and its labyrinthine coves, cays and caves are staples
and participants in the surrounding ecosystem. There’s
not much that separates you – or the feel – from the
outside-in for those in search of a rootsy chic aesthetic
that’s just mystical enough to remain aspirational.
We are talking about one of James Bond’s literary
playgrounds after all. Ian Fleming, who penned all 14
Bond novels here called out the generative “peace
and drama” of living and creating by the sea.

“Inside,” luxury linen, a canopy bed and rich touches of
locally inspired design accent the sturdy wood. They
all boast indoor and outdoor showers and waterfront or
fauna-facing terraces.
A complimentary bottle of the requisite Blackwell Rum
adorns every mini bar, also stocked with local treats
like plantain chips and rum cake. In fact, all restaurants
here serve up locally grown fruits and vegetables
and, most importantly, national dishes like ackee and
saltfish, callalloo, curry goat, Fish tea, jerk chicken –
there is no limit.
There is also no air conditioning – precisely the
point. The huts narrow the rind between indoor and
outdoor living; strategically positioned and designed
to maximize the best of the elements. Vaulted ceilings
that crest louvered windows volley currents of idle
breezes from the ocean and hills and panoramic views,
for good measure.

Island Records founder Chris Blackwell then
transformed what started as Ian Fleming’s writer retreat
into a 52-acre, post-cool, post-glamour respite cut out
of Oracabessa Bay, the flagship of Blackwell’s Island
Outpost properties.

At nighttime is the true test – inky black spills all around
you with faint sounds of the nightlife, in the distance.
I’m always amazed at the gentleness with which the
wind would foreshadow its own eminent frenzy in
Jamaica. Just before the storm, the air ceases being
muggy, overbearing, and stifling. The mosquitoes seem
to scatter. And the gentle wind caresses you with a
cunning compassion that – if you did not know what
it foretold – would lull you into a calm. In the hut, you
were safe and sound.

As if it needed more to make it perfect, they added 26
one- and two-bedroom beach huts to the inventory of

At 3:02 a.m. one night, the rain came ferociously. And it
was glorious. AT
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The light from a few illuminates many.
A single beacon of caring can light up an entire community. Our McDonald’s® 365Black®
Awardees shine their beams of compassion in the communities they serve.
It is through their example that we are all a little more enlightened.
Find out more at 365Black.com

T:10”

From Left: Toni Braxton, Lonnie Bunch, Lauren Seroyer, Larry Tripplett,
Donovan Smith, Charles Tillman, Wendy Raquel Robinson
©2017 McDonald’s
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Seasonal Sales Event
USE PROMO CODE PRT32 FOR AN ADDITIONAL 20% OFF!

WWW.THEPERFUMESPOT.COM
OVER 2 MILLION SATISFIED CUSTOMERS • 100% AUTHENTIC FRAGRANCES • MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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TRAVEL CHECKLIST | ALL I NEED
2.
1.

1.

Esme Black Leather Tote
$140
Oliver Bonas

2.

Pinch Provisions Coffee Kit
A four-piece kit that allows you to
indulge and completely enjoy your
coffee, worry-free.
You’re going to like this kit a latté.
The Coffee Kit by Pinch Provisions
is a caffeine-lover’s dream, filled to
the brim with essentials to survive
the first drop to the last, including
a reusable sleeve, stain removing
towelettes, and minty drops to keep
coffee breath at bay.
$14
Sephora

Images provided by Oliver Bonas, Poppin, JLAB Audio, Warby Parker, Avarcas USA and Sephora

3.

3.

EPIC2 Bluetooth Wireless Sport
Earbuds
These earbuds do double duty for
travel and staying with my fitness
routine while away from home.
Twelve hours of play between
charges, a tangle-free cord and crisp
sound … everything I need.
$99
JLAB Audio

4.

Margot (with polarized lenses)
Starting at $95
Warby Parker

5.

Classic Metallic Bronze Espadrilles
$99
Avarcas USA

6.

Medium Soft Cover Notebooks
I’m constantly buying Poppin
notebooks as gifts and for myself
because they’re stylish and
affordable.
$9
Poppin

4.

6.

5.
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AUTO CLUB OF AMERICA,
BE REWARDED RATHER THAN
SLAPPED IN THE FACE.
WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN NOW...
Unlike the other popular auto clubs,
an Auto Club of America (ACA)
membership is simple and has real
value:
■

No hidden fees or costs.

■

Unlimited annual roadside assistance

■

■

■
■

Unlimited towing & ‘’Sign and drive
promise!’’
We get you back on the road or we
tow you to the nearest service facility.
(no mileage or dollar caps, no out-ofpocket expenses, no additional stress.)

Each month, ACA members get $100
in ACA Rewards at no additional
charge.
■

■

No-hassle locksmith service.
Car rentals, hotel reservations,
restaurant discounts - you’re
in control! ACA doesn’t limit you to
just the higher priced options.

■

Our rewards program is unmatched
in the auto club industry.
Unlike other auto clubs, ACA doesn’t
lock you into using only certain providers
and retailers.
ACA members receive a free Wellcard,
for discounts on many healthcare
needs - prescriptions, dental, vision
and hearing services.

EXCLUSIVE BONUS - DOUBLE REWARDS! SIGN UP TODAY
AND RECEIVE $200 IN ACA REWARDS!
CALL TODAY:

1-800-804-8912

*ACA Rewards can be used at more than 70,000 participating restaurants in the U.S. and Canada with more than 150,000 unique discount dining offers. Enjoy discounts off the lowest
guaranteed rates at more than 25,000 hotel properties. Discounts on car rentals and cruises. More than 150 brand name gift cards offered at a 10% discount and more than 4,000 SKU’s
are in our ACA Rewards catalog, including popular items like jewelry, clothing, movie tickets, magazines and more.
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FASTLANE

2017 VOLVO V90 CROSS COUNTRY:
Paradigm Shift for the Brickmaker
By Brian Armstead

T

hroughout its storied history, Volvo, the once Swedish
brand now owned by Geely of China, has long been
known for safety, but less-than-stellar styling.

The 2017 Volvo V90 Cross Country continues to uphold
Volvo’s safety legacy in a major way. Check the standard list of
safety equipment and you’ll be reading for a while. Although
Volvos have been known for safety, they’ve also been known
for boring, lackluster styling. Well cancel all of those thoughts,
as the 2017 V90 Cross Country can only be described as
one word: Sexy. I know that doesn’t even sound right, but it’s
true — style is now a serious part of the Volvo equation. The
new S90, XC90 and now V90 and V90 Cross Country are
testament to a paradigm shift for the manufacturer that used to
build cars known as “Swedish Bricks.”
The 2017 Volvo V90 Cross Country’s exterior styling is lean
and muscular. The most dramatic view is from the side, where
optional 21-inch wheels fill the rugged, plastic clad wheel
wells. Up front, headlamps styled similar to ‘Thor’s hammer’
complete the styling of a vehicle that combines luxury, safety
utility and swagger in the best looking wagon Volvo’s ever
built.
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Step inside the V90 Cross Country and you’ll experience
what Volvo deems “The Scandinavian Sanctuary, where
form and function equals beauty.” With the 2017 Volvo V90
Cross Country, it’s not just about the amount of standard and
available interior content. The interior really makes its mark by
harmoniously melding all interior components.
In case you were wondering, the Cross Country in the V90’s
name means you get an impressive 8.3 inches of ground
clearance, that’s 2.3 inches over the base V90 Wagon.
On smooth roads the 2017 V90 Cross Country is equally
impressive. Clearly, extensive engineering has gone into the
execution of the noise, vibration and harshness characteristics
of the new wagon. Now, one should not equate supple
ride quality with a lack of performance, as the V90 Cross
Country powertrain features a 3.0-liter supercharged and
turbocharged engine.
The 2017 Volvo V90 Cross Country is a very solid buy for
active lifestyle families, couples, and those who just want one
of the coolest sports wagons on the planet. Prices begin at
$55,300 and can rocket towards $80,000 if you select all
factory and dealer installed options. AT
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toDo

MAY & JUNE 2017

2017 MEN OF EXCELLENCE
RECEPTION
MAY 9, 2017 | 6 P.M. TO 7:30 P.M.
The Coca-Cola World Studio at Zoo Atlanta
800 Cherokee Ave. SE
Atlanta, GA 30315 United States
Atlanta Tribune will host the 2017 Men of Excellence Reception on May 9, 2017. This is an
annual event recognizes extraordinary men who dedicate themselves to making meaningful
impressions on their surroundings and in the lives of those around them.

SAVE THE DATE

22nd ANNUAL
GEORGE A. LOTTIER SCHOLARSHIP
GOLF TOURNAMENT
JUNE 5, 2017 | 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
Country Club of Roswell
2500 Club Springs Drive
Roswell, GA 30076
The George A. Lottier Golf Foundation was created to preserve the
memory of George A. Lottier and his love for the game. Its mission
is to provide support and training for future golfers, and to assist
qualified minority journalism students in enriching their education. The
event starts at 8 a.m. with range practice and a continental breakfast
where our scholarship winners will be introduced. There will be
prizes and contests on every hole, a silent auction, a golf clinic for
beginners, golf vacations, box lunches, and a 19th hole reception.

store.atlantatribune.com

2017 GEORGE A. LOTTIER
SCHOLARSHIP GOLF CLINIC
JUNE 5, 2017 | 2 P.M.
Country Club of Roswell
2500 Club Springs Drive
Roswell, GA 30076
The George A. Lottier Golf Foundation Golf Clinic starts at 2 p.m. on June 5, 2017, with
lunch and the clinic immediately following. Participants are also invited to attend the 19th
hole reception where winners will be introduced and our silent auction will take place. AT
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B LIS SBEHAV IN ' AT

UNITED STATES ARMY AVIATION MUSEUM
by Regina Lynch-Hudson
Photography by Courtland C. Bivens III

Fort Rucker, Alabama

Scarlet Lady, vintage Sopwith
Camel fighter plane

T

hroughout the year there are many commemorative holidays
that present opportunities to honor veterans and members
of the armed forces who’ve sacrificed blood, sweat and tears
through selfless service. The most popular is Veterans Day, a federal
holiday celebrated on Nov. 11 as a tribute to those who have risked their
lives to defend the freedom of others. Then, there’s Armed Forces Day
on May 20, a day set aside to recognize personnel who are currently
serving in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force and Coast Guard.
Veterans Day and Armed Forces Day activities commonly include
touring memorials and monuments across the nation, attending air
shows and parades, visiting the sick or wounded at veteran hospitals
and creating ‘care packages’ to ship to military personnel stationed
abroad. Throughout former President Barack Obama’s terms in office,
he urged citizens to learn more about military service by patronizing or
participating in organizations and programs that support troops.
A ‘learning getaway’ to the United States Army Aviation Museum in
Fort Rucker, Ala., granted me a greater appreciation of our country’s
aviation heritage of duty, valor and personal courage.
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Museum exterior
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Channeling Bessie Coleman

Museum Curator Robert Mitchell
Colonel Courtland Bivens

Taking Flight: Accompanied by my husband, a former military aviator, I
donned aviator couture as a tribute to Bessie Coleman, the first woman
of African-American and Native American descent to hold a pilot’s
license. We were hosted by museum curator Robert Mitchell, who
graciously spent an afternoon introducing us to vintage aircrafts (the
museum maintains a collection of over 160 military planes), extensive
photo archives, audio and video oral histories, and other memorabilia.
Major exhibits included the Vietnam Memorial for the 4,347 Army
aviation personnel who paid the ultimate sacrifice for their country. The
Army Aviation Hall of Fame recognizes individuals whose contributions
significantly impacted Army aviation and riveting displays dating back to
pre-WWI.
I admired magnificently restored one of a kind aircraft displays inside
the museum’s 70,000 square feet of exhibition space. Coleman was
working as a manicurist when she initially became intrigued with aircraft,
inspired by stories of World War I pilots. She moved to France to earn
her wings due to being prohibited from receiving flight instruction in
the United States. It was not until World War II that African-American
male pilots were permitted into the U.S. Armed Forces in an all AfricanAmerican 332nd Fighter Group led by Benjamin O. Davis. It was 1979
before the first African-American woman completed military pilot training.
I was especially captivated by the museum’s modest but momentous
acquisition of items that recognize pioneering black female aviators.
The collection includes a photo of Lieutenant Marcella Hayes, the
first commissioned African-American Aviator; and the uniform of Chief
Warrant Officer Sheila Pressley, a AH-64 Pilot and warrior of the War in
Iraq.

Colonel Bivens, UH-60 Helicopter

Reaching New Heights: Countless schools nationwide, mainly from the
Tri-State region (Alabama, Florida, and Georgia), tour the Army Aviation
Museum. You, too, can discover the rich history of aviation by visiting the
museum.www.armyaviationmuseum.org. Old “Army Aviation warhorses”
with a story to tell are urged to contribute oral histories to museum
historians to supplement ongoing research. AT

Blissbehavin’ In covers top bliss destinations where busy executives indulge in leisure activities. Publicist/travel writer
Regina Lynch-Hudson has developed articles, and destination marketing concepts for countless airlines, venues and
tourism boards. www.thewritepublicist.com
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Students Without Mothers
Empowering Students
Through Higher Education

Students Without Mothers is a non-profit organization dedicated to helping high
school students without mothers help themselves by empowering them to continue
their education. The organization’s main purpose is to provide scholarships for college
bound high school seniors who are without their mothers due to death or other
unfortunate circumstances.
Students Without Mothers provides both advocacy and support to help its students to
consistently make the best choices in a constantly changing world.

How You Can Help

Since its inception in 2004, Students Without Mothers has provided 57 students with four year scholarships
in the amount of $4,000 each. The students receive support in annual disbursements of $1,000. There
are many more students in need of support but our funds are limited. Please help by making a one-time
donation, becoming a Monthly Donor, an Event Sponsor or a Corporate Sponsor.

Testimonials

"SWM has been more than a blessing to me. I honestly don't think I would have made it through my first year in
college without them. I don't have parents or any source of income to get things that any normal college
student would need. SWM sent care packages, encouraging emails and came through in so many ways. Truly
an organization sent from heaven." - Monifa, Scholarship Recipient
"With this being my last year as a scholarship recipient, I am going to take everything I've learned from Ms. Mary,
as well as other recipients, and use it to push me through life and its' endeavors. Being a part of SWM has
inculcated a sense of purpose that will embrace lifelong learning." - Brittany, Scholarship Recipient

3355 Lenox Road NE, Suite 750, Atlanta, GA 30326 • 404-250-3232 • www.StudentsWithoutMothers.org
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WEEKENDER

WHEN IN LITTLE FIVE POINTS…

Street Art

Get reacquainted with this eclectic creativity hub.

Grab a Bite

Enjoy live music, good vibes, and creative tacos at Tijuana Garage.
The restaurant offers delicious and conveniently priced Mexican food
with margaritas and fiesta flavors ready on arrival.

Tour the Art

Intellectual curiosity and creative juices are flowing through the offbeat and funky corridors of Moreland and Euclid Avenues.

Moods Music

Get Vintage

Vintage clothing stores in the city are hard to come by. But
Ram-O-Rama’s styles are at capacity with retro, alternative,
hipster wear for men and women.

Night Cap

Dance a Saturday night away at MJQ Concourse. Once inside
— by way of a hill, tunnel and graffiti-covered walls — you
won’t want to leave. AT

Vortex
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techbyte

CommuteATL

T

he City of Atlanta has launched CommuteATL, an
online platform designed to help residents and visitors
plan their travel while the Interstate 85 bridge is being
reconstructed. The CommuteATL map incorporates real-time
travel alerts from Waze, including road closures, accidents
and current travel speeds as well as real-time schedule
information for all modes of transportation, including the
Atlanta Streetcar, MARTA bus and rail schedules, and
parking lot conditions. The map also shows the locations of
Relay Bike Share stations for quick and convenient last-mile
connectivity.
“For the next several weeks, the City of Atlanta asks the
public to choose transit, tele-commute, and use ride-sharing
services as much as possible,” said Deputy Chief Operating
Officer and Public Works Commissioner William Johnson.
“We hope CommuteATL will assist people as they make
plans to travel to work, to school, or to any of the special
events happening in our city. As we work to mitigate traffic
congestion, our primary focus is preserving access for our
first responders and to hospitals. We want everyone to make
it to their destination safely, and we hope this new tool can
help in this effort.”
As motorists look for different routes to commute to work
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and school, the City is taking proactive steps to protect
residential streets and neighborhoods which are not
designed to accommodate heavy traffic. These measures
include prohibiting non-local traffic in certain areas while
work on the Interstate 85 bridge is ongoing. The City has
also increased staffing for its traffic-management operations.
Engineers will make real-time adjustments to signals to keep
increased traffic volume moving on major thoroughfares,
which should alleviate the need to take smaller side streets.
“CommuteATL.com is a place for Atlanta residents to get
real-time awareness of traffic and road conditions in the
region and discover the various transportation options they
have to move around our city. Our team is excited about
continuing to add additional real-time, interactive mapping
features to the site over the coming weeks,” said Samir Saini,
chief information officer for the City of Atlanta.
The City was able to launch CommuteATL through two
essential partnerships — the Waze Connected Citizen
Program, a free data-sharing partnership, and the 100
Resilient Cities network, a $100 million investment by the
Rockefeller Foundation to make cities more resilient to the
physical, social, and economic challenges that are a growing
part of the 21st century. AT
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Small Business Financing: Securing a Loan

Tip Sheet

A

t some point, most small businesses
owners will visit a bank or other lending
institution to borrow money. Understanding
what your bank wants, and how to properly
approach them, can mean the difference
between getting your money for expansion
and having to scrape through finding cash from
other sources.

Understand the basic principles of
banking
Your chances of receiving a loan will greatly
improve if you can see your proposal through
a banker’s eyes and appreciate the position
that they are coming from. Banks have a
responsibility to government regulators,
depositors, and the community in which they
reside. While a bank’s cautious perspective
may be irritating to a small business owner, it
is necessary in order to keep the depositors’
money safe, the banking regulators happy,
and the economic health of the community
growing.

Each banking institution is different
Banks differ in the types of financing they make
available, interest rates charged, willingness
to accept risk, staff expertise, services offered,
and in their attitudes toward small business
loans.
Selection of a bank is essentially limited to your
choices from the local community. Typically,
banks outside of your area of business are not
as anxious to make loans to your firm because
of the higher costs of checking credit and of
collecting the loan in the event of default.
Furthermore, a bank will typically not make
business loans to any size business unless a
checking account or money market account
is maintained at that institution. Ultimately your
task is to find a business-oriented bank that will
provide the financial assistance, expertise, and
services your business requires now and is
likely to require in the future.

Build rapport
Building a favorable climate for a loan request
should begin long before the funds are actually
needed. The worst possible time to approach
a new bank is when your business is in the
throes of a financial crisis. Devote time and
effort to building a background of information
and goodwill with the bank you choose and
get to know the loan officer you will be dealing
with early on.
Bankers are essentially conservative lenders
with an overriding concern for minimizing risk.
Logic dictates that this is best accomplished
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by limiting loans to businesses they know and
trust. One way to build rapport and establish
trust is to take out small loans, repay them
on schedule, and meet all requirements of
the loan agreement in both letter and spirit.
By doing so, you gain the bankers trust and
loyalty, and he or she will consider your
business a valued customer and make it easier
for you to obtain future financing.

Provide the information your banker
needs to lend you money
Lending is the essence of the banking
business and making mutually beneficial loans
is as important to the success of the bank as
it is to the small business. This means that
understanding what information a loan officer
seeks--and providing the evidence required
to ease normal banking concerns--is the most
effective approach to getting what is needed.

A sound loan proposal should contain
information that expands on the following
points:
• What is the specific purpose of the loan?
• Exactly how much money is required?
• What is the exact source of repayment for
the loan?
• What evidence is available to substantiate
the assumptions that the expected source of
repayment is reliable?
• What alternative source of repayment is
available if management’s plans fail?
• What business or personal assets, or both,
are available to collateralize the loan?
• What evidence is available to substantiate
the competence and ability of the
management team?
• Even a brief examination of these points
suggests the need for you to do your
homework before making a loan request
because an experienced loan officer will ask
probing questions about each of them.

Before you apply for a loan here’s what
you should do:
1. Write a Business Plan
Your loan request should be based on and
accompanied by a complete business plan.
A business plan is more than a device for
getting financing; it is the vehicle that makes
you examine, evaluate, and plan for all aspects
of your business. Once you’ve put the plan
together, write a two-page executive summary.
You’ll need it if you are asked to send “a quick
write-up.”
2. Have an accountant prepare historical
financial statements.
You can’t talk about the future without
accounting for your past. Internally generated
statements are OK, but your bank wants the
comfort of knowing an independent expert
has verified the information. In addition, you
must understand your statement and be able
to explain how your operation works and how
your finances stand up to industry norms and
standards.
3. Line up references.
Your banker may want to talk to your suppliers,
customers, potential partners or your team
of professionals, among others. When a
loan officer asks for permission to contact
references, promptly answer with names and
numbers; don’t leave him or her waiting for a
week.
Walking into a bank and talking to a loan
officer will always be something of a stressful
situation. Preparation for and thorough
understanding of this evaluation process is
essential to minimize the stressful variables
and optimize your potential to qualify for the
funding you seek. AT
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Try a little

TENDERNESS

®

and save 77% on world-famous Omaha Steaks

Perfect Gifts

GUARANTEED
Get our world-famous, exquisitely tender Omaha Steaks® Filet Mignons, Top
Sirloins, and more. 100% guaranteed and delivered right to their door, save
77% when you order the Family Gourmet Feast.

The Family Gourmet Feast
F
2 (5 oz.) Filet Mignons
2 (5 oz.) Top Sirloins
2 (4 oz.) Boneless Pork Chops
4 Boneless Chicken Breasts (1 lb. pkg.)
4 (3 oz.) Kielbasa Sausages
4 (4 oz.) Omaha Steaks Burgers
12 oz. pkg. All-Beef Meatballs
4 (3 oz.) Potatoes au Gratin
4 (4 oz.) Caramel Apple Tartlets
Omaha Steaks Seasoning Packet (.33 oz.)
44240VEB

Reg. $215.90 | Now

Only

4999

$

Limit 2 pkgs. at this price. Your 4 free sausages will be sent to each shipping address that
includes the Family Gourmet Feast 44240. Standard S&H will be added per address. Not
valid with other offers. All product, prices and sales are subject to Omaha Steaks, Inc.
Terms of Use and Pricing Policy. Visit omahasteaks.com/terms-of-useOSI Expires 1/31/17. .

PLUS, 4 more

Kielbasa
Sausages

FREE!
©2016 OCG | 608B120 | Omaha Steaks, Inc.

1-800-951-2139 ask for 44240VEB | www.OmahaSteaks.com/enjoy39
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for the LOVE of FOOD

Spring Fling!

COCONUT, LIME, RASPBERRY & ROSE POPSICLES

I

returned from a quick getaway to the beach over the weekend that left me
relishing spring and all its vibes more than ever. Back home and searching for
kitchen inspiration to keep the mood flowing, it wasn’t long before my musings
turned to the yummy, refreshing and whimsical world of popsicles.
I’ve had these darlings on my radar for quite a while, with the boxed popsicle
molds sitting at the ready for about a year now as a testament. But the moment
finally arrived when spring fever, coupled with my child-like obsession for all things
frosty, could no longer be denied.
Enter my homespun (but delightfully scrumptious — and figure friendly) concoction
of slightly sweet, tart, floral and citrus-y popsicles. The blend of coconut water,
freshly squeezed lime juice, rose water, and elderflower cordial with fresh
raspberries for their gorgeous aesthetic effect and tart bite, produced my newest
favorite snack that’s sure to keep me noshing throughout the remaining days of
spring, into the summer, and beyond.

SPRING POPSICLES:
COCONUT + LIME + ROSE +
RASPBERRY
Ingredients:
2 cups coconut water
Juice of 2 limes
Teaspoon of rose water
2 tablespoons elderflower cordial
Fresh raspberries
Method:
Combine coconut water, lime juice, rose water and elderflower cordial. Fill
popsicle molds halfway with mixture and add fresh raspberries. Freeze for about
40 minutes. Remove molds from freezer and fill with remaining mixture and top
off with more berries. Freeze overnight and enjoy! (Cook’s Note: Run molds under
warm water if difficult to remove.) AT
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Dawn M. Richards is the founder of
the food and lifestyle brand, D.M.R.
Fine Foods. With her food passion
leading the way, Dawn shares recipes,
travel stories, fashion, entertainment
and lifestyle features on dmrfinefoods.
blogspot.com and other media outlets,
while maintaining a career as a
FORTUNE 500 legal executive.
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ONE MORE THING

Changing Seasons with Interior
Designer Michel Smith Boyd
By Tiara Cole

M

ichel Smith Boyd’s passion for interior design can best be described as
a marriage between architecture and fashion. He successfully combines
the two by capturing luxury design while complementing many design
styles and on-trend fashion choices at once, and has become one of the most
sought out interior designers in the Atlanta area.
No stranger to the urge many feel to rearrange their decorative spaces as
seasons change, expect to see more colors — rich palettes, bright colors and
jewel tones — in Boyd’s work as summer approaches, building on his typical
repertoire of fashion-forward layers, patterns, textures, and textiles with classic
furniture silhouettes.
“Clients who want lots of color in their spaces have a distinctive personality.
They’re confident in making bold statements and want to be inspired,” he says.
“They want their own sanctuary where they can come in and turn off their busy
lives.” It is particularly important, he notes, for designers to know how to adjust
the foundation of a home according to the season. His approach: Opting for
neutral and cool grey toned walls, rugs, and sofas, while allowing less expensive
items to incorporate the color. Timeless core furniture pieces, he explains, will
allow for easy, cost effective
updates when seasons change.
Boyd’s motto while designing is
making sure clients understand
what he is communicating. “I
am constantly inspired by other
designers in all forms. Filmmakers,
photographers, and musicians
all have their own unique way of
communicating their point of view
to their audiences. So if you don’t
get it, I didn’t do my job.” AT
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Leading Healthy
Communities…
One Student, Researcher,
Doctor and Neighbor
at a Time.
Morehouse School of Medicine faculty, staﬀ, students and alumni serve
on the front lines of community health. We work to improve the health
of those who need it most through comprehensive training, tireless
research, compassionate care, and collaborative community engagement.
Join us as we work together to build healthier communities.
Learn how you can help at msm.edu | @msmedu

